
Oral Surgery San Francisco Announces New
Post on Not Delaying Wisdom Teeth Removal
Any Longer Than Necessary

Oral Surgeon, Dr. Alex Rabinovich of

San Francisco

San Francisco Oral Surgery is proud to announce a new

post about wisdom teeth removal and the need to deal

with wisdom teeth in a timely fashion.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA, May 31, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- San Francisco Oral Surgery, a

professional clinic focused on high-quality oral surgery

outcomes for Bay Area residents, announces a new

post on wisdom teeth removal and the importance of

not postponing procedures any longer than necessary.

As the clinic plans for a safe reopening, it is urging

persons suffering from wisdom teeth issues to reach

out and consider setting up an appointment.

"Unfortunately, wisdom teeth do not stop growing or

decaying just because of political or economic events,"

explained San Francisco oral surgeon Dr. Alex

Rabinovich. "Our new post touches on the importance

of planning for wisdom teeth extraction as soon as

humanly possible. The first step is to reach out for an appointment and evaluation with a

physician."

The new blog post for Oral Surgery San Francisco can be viewed at https://www.oralsurgery-
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sf.com/2020/04/it-is-not-a-good-idea-to-delay-wisdom-

teeth-extraction-bay-area-options/.  Persons who want a

deep dive into the issues of wisdom teeth can visit the

informational page at https://www.oralsurgery-

sf.com/wisdom-teeth/ and are urged to contact the Clinic

to make an appointment. No two situations are the same,

and only a trained physician can evaluate and give options.

It should be noted that persons interested in dental

implants can visit the sister website at
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https://www.oralsurgery-sf.com/wisdom-teeth/. 

WISDOM TEETH DELAYS CAN BE COSTLY

Here is the background for this release.  Human beings have the unfortunate fact that they have

so-called "wisdom teeth." These teeth tend to erupt in late adolescence or early adulthood and

are notorious for causing problems. They do not stop growing or causing problems just because

of political or economic events; people who put off dealing with them can confront serious

problems. Current events have put many procedures "on hold" until the authorities figured out a

path to reopening. Now that that path is becoming increasingly clear, patients are encouraged to

read the post and reach out for a consultation on their wisdom teeth extraction needs. With its

office in the San Francisco financial district, the Clinic is convenient to downtown and indeed the

entire city.

ABOUT ORAL SURGERY SAN FRANCISCO

Oral Surgery San Francisco is located in the Financial District of the City and on the web at

https://www.oralsurgery-sf.com/. It is under the direction of Dr. Alex Rabinovich, a Board

Certified Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon specializing in the field of oral surgery. This additional

training, along with his years of experience, sets Alex Rabinovich apart from the growing number

of general dentists offering oral surgery and other dental procedures. The cost of oral surgery

can be expensive, yet the clinic accepts over forty types of insurance plans from Bay Area

employers. Oral surgery options include wisdom teeth extraction, jaw surgery, and dental

implants. Oral Surgery San Francisco serves all neighborhoods in the city of San Francisco,

including Pacific Heights, Russian Hill, and Noe Valley.
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